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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a s&algebra of the full matrix algebra M,(F), and suppose ]EA, where 
J is the Jordan block corresponding to x”. Let 5 be a set of generators of A. It is 
shown that the graph of 5 determines whether A is the full matrix algebra M,(F). 
Let F be a field, and let M,(F) be the algebra of n X n matrices over F. 
Let JEM,( F) be the Jordan canonical form corresponding to x“. So _I has 
ones in the (1,2), (2,3), . . . , (n- 1, n) positions, zeros elsewhere. Let A be a 
subalgebra of M,,(F) containing J. In this note we find a necessary and 
sufficient condition for A to be the full matrix algebra M,(F). 
Let S be a set of generators for A as an algebra over F. Define the graph 
G= G( S) of A as follows. G has vertices 1,2,. . . , n. Vertices i, i (iZi) are 
joined by an edge if and only if there exists S = (sPq) ES with sii #O. 
We say two vertices i, i are zigzag connected and write i Z, j if there 
exists p>l and il=i>i,<i,>-.- <i,,_,>i,P=j such that i,,_li,k are 
vertices of G (k = 1,2,. . . , p). For example: 
. . . . 
62p ‘I i, i, =i, 22p--1 24 22 is i, i=i, 
EXAMPLES. Let Eii be the n Xn matrix with 1 in the (i, i) position, zeros 
elsewhere. 
(i) If E,, ES, then nZ_,l in G(S). 
(ii) If E,, ES and E,, ES for some m>k, then nZ,l in G(S). 
(iii) If the transpose J’ of 1 is in S, then n Z, 1 in G(S). 
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We prove the following two results. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a subalgebra of M,( F) containing J, and let G(S) 
be as above. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) V is an irreducible A-module; 
(ii) nZ,l in G(S). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a subalgebra of M,,(F) containing J. Then the 
following are equiuaknt: 
(i) A i.s simple; 
(ii) A i.s semisirnple; 
(iii) V is an irreducible A-module; 
(iv) A=M,(F), 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose first that (ii) fails. Let Y= (i 1 n 2, j in 
G(S)}, and let i be the minimum of Y. (Put i=n if Y is empty.) Note that 
i>l,since(ii)fails.NotethatifS=(s,,)ES,thens,,=Oforu>i,v<i.Let 
W= {(x,, . . ., x~_~,O,.  .,O)'Jq EF} 
(where ’ denotes transpose). Then ]W C W and S WC W for all S Es. SO W is 
a proper A-submodule of V. So (i) fails. Hence (i) implies (ii). 
Finally suppose (ii) holds. Let W be a nonzero A-submodule of V. Let 
e, =(O,O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0)‘. Since JWC W, W contains an eigenvector of J and 
hence e, E W, since Fe, is the only eigenspace of 3. Since n Z, 1, there exists 
p> 1 and i,=i, i,,...,i,,, =iwithn=i,>i,<i,>i,<... <i,,_,>i,,=l 
such that for each k (k- 1,2,. . . , p) there exists Sk = (siy) ES such that 
Sl(Q_ i pi , ok#O. We show by induction that e,,, E W for all m. This is so if m= 1. 
Suppose we know that e,, . . . , e,,,_lE W. Suppose k is such that i,,_, >m> 
izk. Let t=max{h(s~~~k#O}. Note that t>i2k__1 >m. Then Jt-Tkei,,EW. 
But Jf-mSke4,, = s$ike” + z sCmasesr so e,,, E W, as claimed. So W= V and (i) 
follows. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly (i) implies (ii) and (iv) implies (i), (ii), (iii). 
Suppose (ii) holds. Then V= VI@ - - * fB V,, some r > 1, where V,, . . . , V, are 
nonzero proper A-submodules. However, each y is an F [_/]-module and V is 
an indecomposable F [ II-module. Hence r= 1 and (iii) holds. 
Suppose now that (iii) holds. By Bumside’s theorem [l, p. 1821, A= 
M,(D), where D= End,(V) is a division algebra [with End,(V) the algebra 
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of A-endomorphisms of V] and n = m dim, D. But End,(V) C EndFIII (V) = 
F [ J], since the centralizer of J in M,(F) is F [ J]. So End,(V) is a field and 
hence End*(V)rF, since F[J]/rad(F[J])=:F. Hence dim,D=l and n=m. 
So (iv) holds. m 
Combining the two results, we see, in particular, that if S is a subset of 
M,(F) such that n Z-1 in G(S), then SU {.I} generates M,(F). This holds, 
for example, if S contains an element S= {sii) with snl #O. It also holds if S 
contains .J’, thus implying the well-known fact that {J, J’} generates M,(F). 
We have shown in [2] that if A is a subalgebra of M,(F) containing a 
diagonal matrix D with n distinct nonzero eigenvalues, then A is completely 
determined by the graph G(S). We now give an example to show that no 
corresponding statement can hold for subalgebras containing J. Let A be the 
algebra generated by J and 
0 a 0 0 
0 0 p 0 
0 0 0 y 
.o 0 0 0 J 
where (a, /3, y) is independent of (1, 1,l). Then 
'0 cl d e 
A= 1. 0 0 c, f 0 , 0 0 d,e,feF, (c,,c,,c,)EX c, 
0 0 0 0, 
where X= span{(l, 1, l), (a, P, y)}. So for F infinite, there exist infinitely 
many different A with the same G(S). 
Finally, we wish to thank the referee of the first draft of this paper fm 
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